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Abstract. Completeness is an important aspect of data quality and to
determine data acceptability one needs to measure the completeness of
the data set of concerned. One type of data completeness measure is
population-based completeness (PBC). Nevertheless, the notion of PBC
will be of little use until we can determine the efforts required (in terms
of architectural design) to implement PBC. In this paper, we present the
types of PBC system reference architecture and motivate the selection
of each.
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1 Introduction

In measuring population-based completeness (PBC) (as proposed in [1]), one
essential requirement is to identify and prepare reference population before com-
pleteness of data sets of concerned can be measured. Following the definition of
PBC, a simple ratio method is applied to measure PBC in form of:

Completeness(D,RP ) =
|(D ∩RP )|
|RP |

∈ [0, 1], (1)

where D is the data set under measure, and RP is the reference population.
The situation where there exists a single source that contains a good ap-

proximation of the true reference population is limited however (an exception
being the Genbank database1 that contains the genes with good evidence of
their existence). Therefore, good approximate populations should be established
by integrating individuals from a range of sources. To describe approximate
populations established from integrated sources, we adopt the term universe of
discourse (UoD) or in short universe2. Conceptually, a universe consists of a col-
lection of approximate populations within an application domain used for PBC
1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/
2 The term universe was introduced by Augustus De Morgan in 1846 in formal logics

to represent the collection of objects under discussion of a specific discourse [2].
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measurements, that is built by integrating individuals from several incomplete
sources for the populations.

We use the term contributing sources (CSs) for sources that contribute to
the reference populations in the universe. The CSs could be in multiple forms,
such as databases (private and public) e.g., observation databases from gene
regulatory networks and pathways [3] or published literature. As it is crucial to
understand (and to manage) the relationship between the CSs and the reference
populations for successful integration, we propose a structure called a population
map. Conceptually, a population map consists of a mapping between a reference
population and its CSs. If a reference population is stored as a table, and the CSs
are databases, we say that a population map is a mapping between a reference
population table and queries over tables on CSs. Note that, as the schema of
the universe may not be the same as the schema of the CSs, the designers of the
population maps must consider the differences.

The notion of PBC and the elements essential to measure PBC will be of little
use if they cannot be implemented in practice, in a usable system at ‘acceptable
cost’. The question of how acceptable the cost is, however, is subjective to the
person(s) implementing the PBC system, as it cannot be assessed in absolute
terms. Thus, before we can elucidate the costs involved (in terms of software and
hardware components), we need to determine the form of PBC system architec-
tures to implement.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the con-
ceptual elements PBC system components; Section 3 covers the forms of PBC
reference architecture and Section 4 presents the implementation implications of
the reference architectures. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 A PBC System

In elucidating the efforts that are involved in developing a PBC system, we need
to understand the inputs and processes that are required within a PBC system.
The elements of PBC (data set under measure, reference population, universe,
CSs) are the inputs of a PBC system, in which the interactions among them are
made through some processes that are grouped into three main activities that
any PBC implementation must support. These activities are Setup, Measurement
and Maintenance. We created a use case diagram to elicit the use cases (that
represent the main activities) of a PBC system and the possible interactions
among the ‘actors’. To elicit the possible interactions among the main activities,
we created a main activity diagram showing the plausible flows through them. As
the focus of this paper is on Setup, we will present an activity diagram created
with the inputs and processes that are specific to it, where the problems and
the analysis of their effect on PBC accuracy will be presented in the section to
come.

We modelled Setup, Measurement and Maintenance as the main activities
that must be supported by a PBC system. These activities are shown as use
cases in a use case diagram as shown in Fig. 1. As a result of modelling the
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main activities of PBC, we identified the ‘actors’ of the system. These actors
are the stakeholders of the system whose interest will enable PBC system to be
implemented. The actors and their interactions with the use cases are:

– Data Analyst: the end user of the system who initiates PBC measurement
in order to support some data processing tasks that he or she is engaged
in. For example, data analysts provide the data set to be measured and the
specification of the reference population to use for measurement (e.g., the
name of the reference population). This actor might also provide some inputs
for the system’s maintenance (such as feedback about the performance of the
measurement facilities).

– Domain Expert: a person who has knowledge of the populations and the
contributing sources of the populations in the application domain, who con-
tributes to Setup and Maintenance.

– System Investor: the person who owns the system and also decides on matters
relating to financial cost during Setup and Maintenance.

– PBC Measurement Designer: the person who designs the PBC measures that
will be supported by the system and the technical artefacts (e.g., schema)
needed to implement them. The PBC Measurement Designer engages in the
Setup and Maintenance of the PBC system.

– System Administrator: the person responsible for the maintenance aspect.
– Contributing Source: the source that contributes population individuals in

the universe, that interacts during Setup and Maintenance. In some cases,
the contributing source might be accessed during Measurement.

We created an activity diagram (Fig. 2) in order to elicit the possible interac-
tions among the main activities, showing the plausible flows through them. Note
that [OK] and [Not OK] notations are used to indicate successful and unsuccess-
ful termination of the activities. Among these activities, Setup is the necessary
starting point that leads to Measurement and Maintenence. However, if Setup
is unsuccessful, due to for example the schema of one or more CSs being inac-
cessible or the identified CSs no longer existing, we resume Setup until we can
deal with the factors that caused the previous attempts to be unsuccessful.

We allow Measurement and Maintenance to occur concurrently as long as
the Maintenance does not involve the data sets required by the Measurement.
But in the case where the data sets required by the Measurement need to be
maintained, the Maintenance needs to wait until the Measurement which is under
way is completed. Maintenance must be resumed if it is interrupted for a reason,
such as lack of storage space to add new populations.

We have seen so far the actors of the PBC system and the main activities that
the actors undertake. We have also described the interactions among the main
activities. However, the questions that arise are: ‘What is the link among the
main activities, the actors and the elements of PBC?’, and ‘What are the forms
of architecture of a PBC system that can be used?’ To answer these questions,
in the next section, we will present several forms of PBC reference architecture,
for which the links among the main activities, the actors and the elements of
PBC will be described.
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Fig. 1. Main Use Cases of a PBC System

Fig. 2. Main Activities of a PBC system
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3 A PBC Reference Architecture

Basically, all PBC system architectures consist of:

– Software components:
• PBC measurement interface: a software interface for data analysts to

issue PBC measurement requests (i.e. by specifying the data set to mea-
sure and the specification of the reference population to use) and to
receive PBC measurement answers.

• Measurement processor: a software program that calculates PBC mea-
surement answers based on the PBC measurement requests by instanti-
ating the PBC measurement formula.

• Wrapper: software that interfaces the universe and the CSs, which is
used to transform the queries against CSs that are understandable and
executable by the CSs that they wrap.

– Source components:
• Universe: a database that is either ‘virtual’ or ‘materialised’.
• Contributing source: source of reference populations in the universe that

is in certain forms such as databases (e.g., relational and XML), pub-
lished literature, or observation data (e.g., data from gene regulatory
networks and pathways [TANPI09])).

• Population map: a structure that stores mappings between populations
and their CSs.

• PBC components configuration: information about the CSs (e.g., CSs
name and URI) and the universe (e.g., the reference populations it con-
tains).

The form of the universe selected will determine the type of PCB reference
architecture used and the additional software component(s) needed for the ar-
chitecture.

3.1 The Virtual Universe

One type of PBC reference architecture, as shown in Fig. 3, implements the
universe as a virtual universe. With the virtual universe, it means that the in-
dividuals of the reference populations are extracted from the CSs on demand.
In addition to the basic components, for this form of architecture, we need a
processing layer called a mediator [4, 5] that performs data integration tasks
on demand. The mediator receives queries for the reference population from
the PBC measurement processor (data flow a3), which instantiates the queries
based on PBC measurement requests (data flow a1). The mediator executes the
queries based on the mappings specified in the population maps and based on
CSs information in the PBC components configuration (data flow a5) to ex-
tract population individuals from each CS through the wrappers. The queries
to extract the populations are shown as data flow a6. These queries are in the
form of the schema of the universe (e.g., relational query). Each wrapper will
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Fig. 3. A PBC Reference Architecture Using a Virtual Universe

transform the queries into the queries that are understandable by the local CSs
(e.g., XML query), which relies on the type of the CSs (e.g., relational or XML
databases). The wrappers also transform the query results (population individ-
uals) into the schema that is similar to the universe’s schema (called structural
transformation). We may rely on the mediator to perform semantic (and for-
mat) transformation on the query results to conform to the universe schema.
Population individuals from the CSs (data flow a7) are therefore integrated and
transformed by the mediator, before they can be passed to the PBC measure-
ment processor for computation (data flow a4). The results of the measurement
are sent to the person requesting the measurement (data flow a2).

3.2 The Fully Materialised Universe

Another type of PBC reference architecture that we propose (based on the clas-
sic datawarehouse design [6]), as shown in Fig. 4, implements the universe as
a fully materialised database. Instead of querying reference populations on an
on-demand basis, the individuals of the reference populations that are extracted
from the CSs (data flow a7) are stored within the universe. A similar architec-
ture is adopted by a yeast datawarehouse for datamining purposes [7]. For this
type of architecture, we need a software that could support up-front extraction
of population individuals from multiple CSs, prior to the actual PBC measure-
ments. The extraction process relies on the mappings between the populations
and their CSs (retrieved from the population maps), and the information about
PBC components configuration (data flow a5). The extracted data sets must
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also conform to the schema of the universe, before they can be loaded into the
universe. Therefore, in addition to the basic components, we propose to include
an ETL3 pipeline within the architecture that will support the tasks just men-
tioned. The wrappers are plugged into the ETL pipeline and the functionality of
the wrappers in this architecture is the same as the wrappers in virtual universe
reference architectures. The Transform component is responsible for performing
semantic (and formatting) transformation and for integrating the population in-
dividuals, which is the same functionality that is performed by the mediator.
The Load component loads the integrated reference populations into the uni-
verse, through the universe management interface. In this architecture, we also
propose to include a software interface, called the universe management interface
so that system administrators can interact with the ETL pipeline e.g., in receiv-
ing the transformed population individual data sets (data flow a8). Information
about modifications on the CSs (data flow a9) is needed in order to perform
updates on the universe.
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Fig. 4. A PBC Reference Architecture Using a Fully Materialised Universe

3.3 The Partially Materialised Universe

A reference architecture that implements a partially materialised universe, known
as a hybrid approach [9, 10], as shown in Fig. 5, is another type of architecture
3 Extract, transform and load. A software tool that is usually used in data warehousing

and decision support system [8].
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that is plausible for a PBC system. In this architecture, only some reference
populations are stored in the universe while the others are kept in their own CSs
and queried on demand through a mediator. A PBC reference architecture with
a partially materialised universe must support queries for reference populations
(data flow a3) against both the universe and the CSs. We propose to include
a software component in this architecture, called the ‘broker’, that will decide
whether queries for the reference population should be sent to the universe or
to the mediator (or both). The broker must know which reference populations
are materialised and which must be fetched on demand. The measurement pro-
cessor will interact with the broker in issuing the queries instantiated based
on the PBC measurement requests. Data flows involving the virtual universe
(through the mediator) are illustrated in blue for a clearer distinction between
the functionalities of fully materialised and virtual universe architecture within
this hybrid architecture.
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Fig. 5. A PBC Reference Architecture Using a Partially Materialised Universe

4 Implementation Implications

PBC measurement providers might choose one particular form of PBC reference
architecture to implement PBC for a number of reasons.

The architecture with the virtual universe might be chosen because the ref-
erence populations are queried on-demand; therefore actual load of data is un-
necessary except during the measurement. As a consequence, small data storage
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allocation is needed to store the system’s components configuration information
(such as for the CSs configuration) and population maps. However, the virtual
universe is unlikely to be very efficient if PBC measurement needs to be per-
formed frequently, and the number of CSs that must be queried to perform the
measurement is large. This is because there is a risk of communication failures,
especially if the CSs are prone to experiencing technical problems that cause
restricted access. In addition, PBC measurement is likely to be slow, as all the
complicated tasks of querying the population individuals from multiple CSs,
transforming the query results to conform with the universe schema, and com-
bining the query results must take place before the measurement processor can
initiate the PBC computation.

PBC reference architecture with a fully materialised universe serves as a bet-
ter alternative if quick PBC measurement is needed. Even though an up-front
effort to construct and populate the universe is needed, it could be worthwhile
if a large number of data analysts are accessing the reference populations, each
wishing to make use of a slightly different combination of the data set under mea-
sure and the reference population. However, we need to deal with data freshness,
an issue that is common for any approach that materialises copies of data sets
from other data sources. Therefore, it is necessary to put effort into detecting or
monitoring updates to the contributing data sources, to ensure the materialised
data sets are up to date [11].

With additional knowledge regarding which reference populations are fre-
quently accessed (or are not frequently accessed), one might consider PBC refer-
ence architecture that implements a partially materialised universe. In terms of
the requirements, a partially materialised universe needs support for the func-
tionality required by a fully materialised universe and a virtual universe.

Regardless of the reasons for choosing a particular type of PBC reference
architecture, the components in all architectures have their own functionality to
support PBC measurement providers to answer PBC measurement requests. The
data flows in the architectures are present as the result of the interactions among
the components of the system (software and source) that each serve their own
functionality (e.g., measurement processor to accept PBC request, instantiate
the query and pass it to the universe/mediator). In comparison, with the fully
materialised universe, a PBC reference architecture consists of all data flows that
are present in the architecture that implements the virtual universe (data flow
a1 to a6) with two extra additional data flows (data flow a7 and a8); all data
flows that are present in the partially materialised universe architecture can
be found in the fully materialised universe architecture. Using the data flows
to indicate the results of the functionalities performed by the components, we
say that the differences (in terms of functionality) among the three forms of
architecture are small. As the functionalities required by the architecture with
a fully materialised universe cover the functionalities of the other two forms of
architecture, in the rest of this thesis, we will focus on a PBC system with a
fully materialised universe.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed three types of PBC reference architecture, each with
extra components that must be added along with the basic components of PBC.
The choice of the type of PBC reference architecture to use will guide PBC
measurement providers to determine the software (and hardware) components
that are needed and therefore to make necessary estimates on the financial costs
incurred. However, the question that remains unanswered is regarding the ef-
forts needed to support PBC measurement providers in providing accurate PBC
measurement answers. In our future work, implementation of these framework
will be done to validate the hypothesized implementation implications.
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